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ABSTRACT
Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems are often considered for installation in areas of high seismic
activity. Such systems should be designed to resist earthquakes, and impacts on these systems
should be studied before installation. With earthquake and sunlight occurring simultaneously,
there are concerns related to short circuits between broken wires that may cause arcing and
subsequent fire. For solar house construction, there is no single code, regulation, nor standard
for PV installation that includes earthquake damages. While some states do have
recommendations for installation, there are some houses with low roof slope currently
constructed with solar panels installed resting directly on the rooftop using only frictional forces
to restrain the solar equipment. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the possibility of
earthquake damages to this equipment, specifically to electrical wires. According to our
analysis, earthquakes might cause two events in sequence: 1. Exposure of bare metal wire to the
ambient. 2. Short circuit of two electrical leads. Earthquakes often result in gas leaking, once the
gas spreads over a large area and next to a short circuit, it may lead to fire hazards. In this
research, various seismic simulations are carried out via Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to
systematically study this event and the resulting impact. A case study is detailed for a solar
home inspired by the Solar Decathlon 2015 competition sponsored by the US Department of
Energy that was recently held in California. The models are assembled and simulated using FEA
simulation software with PV panel arrays pinned on the roof via aluminum rails on two roofs: a
flat roof and an inclined roof with 24 degree slope. The study examines possible short-circuits
due to breakage of insulation sheath with subsequent wire crossing. The damage assessment is
based on the plastic damage and ductile damage applied on jacket-insulation and conductor.
Simulation yields large S, Mises stresses for Cu wires.
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ABSTRACT
Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems are often considered for installation in areas of high seismic
activity. Such systems should be designed to resist earthquakes, and impacts on these systems
should be studied before installation. With earthquake and sunlight occurring simultaneously,
there are concerns related to short circuits between broken wires that may cause arcing and
subsequent fire. For solar house construction, there is no single code, regulation, nor standard for
PV installation that includes earthquake damages. While some states do have recommendations
for installation, there are some houses with low roof slope currently constructed with solar panels
installed resting directly on the rooftop using only frictional forces to restrain the solar equipment.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the possibility of earthquake damages to this equipment,
specifically to electrical wires. According to our analysis, earthquakes might cause two events in
sequence: 1. Exposure of bare metal wire to the ambient. 2. Short circuit of two electrical leads.
Earthquakes often result in gas leaking, once the gas spreads over a large area and next to a short
circuit, it may lead to fire hazards. In this research, various seismic simulations are carried out via
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to systematically study this event and the resulting impact. A case
study is detailed for a solar home inspired by the Solar Decathlon 2015 competition sponsored by
the US Department of Energy that was recently held in California. The models are assembled and
simulated using FEA simulation software with PV panel arrays pinned on the roof via aluminum
rails on two roofs: a flat roof and an inclined roof with 24 degree slope. The study examines
possible short-circuits due to breakage of insulation sheath with subsequent wire crossing. The
damage assessment is based on the plastic damage and ductile damage applied on jacket-insulation
and conductor. Simulation yields large S, Mises stresses for Cu wires.

I. Introduction
The phenomenal growth of Solar Photovoltaics (PV) has swept the world and such systems
are often developed in hot, dry climates that are also susceptive to high seismic activity. There is
a concern as during a major seismic experience power is always on while the PV is intact. If the
wiring were to break and short, a fire hazard is then produced.
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While solar PV systems are widely utilized, the impacts of earthquakes have not been studied
systematically. The structure, components and electrical circuitries of such systems are
susceptive to damage when subjected to seismic acceleration. The large sizes of rooftops and
solar farms create difficulties in actually simulating the durability of such systems in real
experimental set ups. Before a large experiment can be performed on an earthquake simulator, it
is useful to conduct a computer simulation using finite element analysis (FEA) to understand key
parameters. To our best knowledge, there are no specific building codes for solar PV
installations in earthquake zones in the United States. According to the Solar Photovoltaic
Systems Committee of SEAOC (Structural Engineers Association of California), there are a few
basic guidelines for installers.1 For example, report PV1-2012 is related to the systems or
devices installed on low-slope rooftops.1 In Maffei’s paper entitled “Seismic Design of Ballasted
Solar Arrays on Low-Slope Roofs,” unattached/supported systems are considered based on
frictions between the solar arrays and roof materials.2 In all previous studies, electrical wiring
and PV panels were not specifically considered. Thus, it is desirable to study earthquake impacts
to solar PV systems, more specifically to wires. Our earlier study revealed possible problems
with the wires, and motivated us to conduct more detailed studies.3 Previous work utilized FEA
to simulate earthquake impacts on homes. 4-6 If electric circuitries are broken or have bare
conductors exposed, the entire electrical system should be evaluated.7 Possible damages on the
solar harvest systems were mentioned.8-10
Solar Decathlon 2015 was recently held in Irvine, California, and Team Alfred’s house is
utilized in this study for our model. In Figure 1, the house is illustrated with two different
pitched roofs: a flat roof and an inclined roof with a slope of 24° or so. Both roofs are oriented
towards the south. Even though each earthquake can be unique, certain characteristics of
earthquakes may be similar and are thus easy to model.11 Actual earthquake signals are utilized
in this study. The acceleration magnitude is multiplied by 1, 2, 3 or 4 in order to get a range that
may cause wire damage. Likewise, the time duration is multiplied by 0.1, 1, 10, or 68.1. The
following subsection will focus on the possible sheath damages, displacements of wires, and
indications of short circuits.

Figure 1. Rendering of Alfred Solar House

Figure 2. Model of Alfred Solar House
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II. Computer Simulations and Results
Our model is first created via the FEA software as illustrated in Figure 2. The sizes of south
and north walls are approximately 3.0 m X 9.0 m, and 5.5 m X 9.0 m, respectively. The length
between these two walls is approximately 9.0 m. The south wall is the smaller wall on the lower
left. PV panel assemblies are pinned on the roof via aluminum rails. Interactions are presented
as the yellow dots, and utilized for joining all associated components. Frictional forces will
hinder the movement of the panels upon applying gravity. Electrical wires are suspended above
the roof surfaces and fastened to connectors. The distances between two adjacent connectors are
usually 0.05 meters. For the solar house design illustrated in Figure 1, there are two distances
separating adjacent wire posters (anchors). A one meter long wire for positive polarity and a 7.2
meter long wire for negative polarity were chosen for initial studies. Further research into
various possible wire length combinations will be included in a later study. These wires have
two concentric parts; a cylindrical copper core and tubular insulated sheaths. The copper core
and tubular sheath radii are 1.3 mm, and 3.2 mm, respectively. Selected materials and their
properties are tabulated in Table 1. The Young’s modulus of copper is substantially larger than
that of the sheath. In Figure 3, earthquake acceleration along North-South direction is plotted as
a function of time, which is based on El Centro earthquake data. The total time duration, T, is
53.74 seconds. The acceleration is used as a boundary condition, and gravity is used as a loading
condition.
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Figure 3. Earthquake acceleration along north-south
Since the specific objective is to study the behavior of wires, the results will be focused on the
response of wires along with other parts represented. Different boundary conditions for specific
seismic waves are defined at the ground. The friction coefficient between the roof and PV
system is assumed to be 0.6. Components connected to wires may shift or rotate under a load. If
the load is large, the wires may be stretched, and the connecting nodes may be under tension.
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Thus, the wire cross-sectional area will be reduced, which is called “necking.” Before the stressstrain relationship surpasses a material’s limit, the wire may be stretched. Since a wire assembly
consists of an outer insulation jacket and an inner copper conductor, the stress is applied to both
parts. Usually, the insulation outer jacket breaks much earlier than the inner copper wire based
on the previous experiences and materials properties listed in Table 1. Possibly, bare copper
wires will be exposed, causing short circuits between positive and negative electrical conductors.
Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) can be displayed to indicate material failures. Once the PEEQ
value surpasses 0, the corresponding part will show damage. (See Appendix for illustrations.)
Table 1. Materials and Properties
Density (kg/m3)
Young’s
Modulus (Pa)
Polymer
1,180
2,600
Copper
8,940
1,170,000
Aluminum
2,700
7,000,000
Materials
Insulation Sheath
Conductor
PV Panel
Support & Rail
House

Wood

745

8,767,150,000

Poisson’s Ratio
0.4
0.33
0.35
0.38

Recent earthquake in Mexico was much stronger than previously recorded data. In
anticipation of stronger quake in California, the acceleration values in Figure 3 are increased by a
multiplier factor of 2. The highest stress usually occurs near the joining node where a wire is
connected. Correspondingly, the PEEQ value will be “initiated” from zero to a value larger than
zero. In Table 2 (first three rows), stress, strain and PEEQ values for the wires are tabulated.

Acceleration
Direction

Table 2. Stress, Strain and PEEQ
Acceleration Von-Mises
Strain
Multiplier
Stress (Pa)

East-West
Up-Down
North-South
North-South
North-South

2
2
2
1
4

8.33*106
9.17*106
1.00*107
9.16*106
3.38*109

1.20*10-4
3.23*10-4
3.33*10-4
1.11*10-4
1.57*10-2

PEEQ

0
0
0.001
0.0000001
0.06

% of
affected
area
N/A
N/A
10%
5%
75%

The north-south component appears to be the most import, and will be used for further
studies. As indicated by first two rows, other two components along east-west and up-down
directions are not important for the house displayed in Figures 1 and 2, and will not be
considered here. If the PEEQ value is larger than zero, the percentage of damaged wire surface
areas can be estimated and is tabulated in the last column. Acceleration values in Figure 3 are
then multiplied by 1 or 4. As the multiplier increases, the first wires to show damage are the
short ones (representing positive polarity) suspended above the inclined roof. Gradually, the
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longer wires (representing negative polarity) above both roofs are also damaged. Referring to
the last three rows in Table 2, with the acceleration multiplier being 1, 2 or 4, the stress, strain
and PEEQ values are changed correspondingly. That is, the larger the multiplier, the larger the
stress/strain/PEEQ values. When the multiplier is 4, the accelerations can be near the
gravitational acceleration constant. In Figure 4, the locations of middle nodes for positive and
negative wires vary as functions of time, with vertical axis as distance in meters and horizontal
axis as time in seconds. When the wire nodes are crossed, there is a possibility for short circuits.
Within first 5.8 seconds or so, the wires cross many times. For the wires above the flat roof,
only Z direction (South) is shown, as the original distance between positive and negative wires
was 5 cm along this particular direction. However, for the wires above the inclined roof, both Y
(vertical) and Z directions are shown. With the multiplier being 1 or 4, the wires do cross each
other similar to those shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Long wire (red) crossing short wire (blue)
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With the period being reduced to 5.374 seconds and the acceleration multiplier being 4, the
positive and negative wires will also be short circuited, as illustrated in Figure 5. During the
entire period, the wires cross many times. In Table 3, PEEQ values are tabulated for twelve
different conditions. Under each of the conditions, the positive and negative wires cross each
other. However, under three conditions, there will be no damages to the sheath and no short
circuits. In general, sheath damages are quantified by PEEQ values, and qualified by more
segmented pieces along wire surfaces expressed as percentage of areas affected. With the period
of 537.4 seconds, the PEEQ value for a given multiplier is always larger than those with different
periods. For a given period, the largest PEEQ value corresponds to the largest multiplier value
of 4. When the period becomes 3,660 seconds, the damages are minimized. Such observations
may be explained by Fourier analyses of the waves and resonance phenomena of the system.

Figure 5. Long wire crossing short wire
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Table 3. Damage Indications
Acceleration

1

2

3

4

0.0000001

0.008

0.006

0.004

% of areas affected

5%

20%

30%

70%

PEEQ

0.00003

0.1

0.2

0.4

% of areas affected

5%

60%

65%

80%

PEEQ

0

0

0

0.00003

% of areas affected

N/A

N/A

N/A

5%

Multiplier
Period 5.374 (S) PEEQ

537.4 (S)

3660 (S)

III. Conclusions and Discussions
A crucial part for the solar PV systems may be wiring configurations. Insulation sheath
damages and wire crossings may occur simultaneously under certain earthquake conditions,
indicating possibility for short circuits. To seek solutions, we conducted a preliminary
simulation with various wire placements. When the distance between two adjacent wire posts is
reduced to 0.5 meters, the damages to the wires are substantially reduced. Referring to Tables 2
and 3, when the period was changed from 53.74 seconds (original period in Figure 3) to larger or
smaller values, the PEEQ values are different, indicating different levels of wire damages.
Based on initial Fourier analysis, certain frequency components may be responsible for wire
damages. The resonance conditions may be found when the period is around 537.4 seconds.
Currently, we are adding more steps to vary the periods between 5.374 seconds and 3,660
seconds. Additionally, we are planning experiments on the earthquake vibration tables. We’ll
report the new results in the future publications.
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Appendix
To illustrate the wire damage under tension/bending, the following 3D simulation provides
relevant results. First, a wire is fixed at one end, and subject to a displacement action along X
direction. In Figure A1 (a), the damage is initiated with the highest PEEQ value near the
insulation jacket. The copper conductor (shaded with orthogonal grids) is mildly damaged. The
wire deformation is close to the side with the highest damage. There is no apparent damage near
the fixed end. Second, both ends are fixed, and the middle section is subject to a displacement
action. In Figure A1 (b), the damage is initiated at near the location where the displacement is
applied. Large damage to the insulation jacket can be seen. In both cases, the damage to the
insulation jackets will always be initiated. Thereafter, the wire conductors will be exposed to the
ambient.

(a) One end fixed

(b) Both ends fixed

Figure A1. PEEQ
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